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of course, the doctrinal reformation of the later middle period, which we have addressed elsewhere, had an even
greater impact on the spiritual life of islam. to some extent, these developments are an integral part of the history
of the qalandari trend. the qalandariyah of the later middle period represented both a spiritual reformation and, to

some extent, a retraction of the renunciation of the early middle period. as we have noted, a variety of
individualistic ascetic paths, many of which were anarchist in nature, were present in islam during the mid- to ninth
centuries in the fertile crescent, iran, as well as in and around the fertile crescent at the beginning of the twelfth/

seventeenth-century. haydar apparently gave up his titles as teacher and imam and settled down on the mountain.
he received many visitors who came to him for spiritual instruction. his house became a place of attraction for
people, and shaykh nasir al-din mahmud chiragh-i dihli (d. 757/1356) himself visited him one day. although the

master engaged in intense debates with mahmud, haydar maintained a deep silence throughout the whole
conversation. the master was quite taken aback by this unusual and uncharacteristic behavior, so he struck a

bargain with haydar by asking him to converse with him in the name of allah. on the following day, haydar agreed
to this request. the master began talking about worldliness and asked him if it was not possible to practice khirad

on the mountain. haydar answered that he had made a covenant with god and that the mountain was the only
place on which he was free to practice. his answer, however, was accompanied by prolonged silence. the master
then asked him how he had left civilization, and haydar replied, "i left, as thou dost leave, because i felt that my

soul was being pulled out of me. when i saw that i was being exhausted and my spiritual energy depleted, i desired
to free myself of the bonds of the world. thus i tried to free myself of materiality and worldly attachments." the

master realized the truth of haydars words, and he left the mountain. the story of haydar has been told extensively
in the works of the fifteenth-century sufi master dhakwan shamsudin shah (d. 1464).
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later generations of the shaykhs
of zavah were known as the

shaykhs of the tract, implying
their possession of the

knowledge required to move
among the people and to

converse with them. this is
precisely the spirituality that the
shams-i tabrizis maintained as

the path of true asceticism in the
mevleviye. the haydariani

sharirah-bound thesharirah-
bound style of piety of their
colleagues was traditionally

called the sharirah of zavah. its
antithesis, as the movement of
shams, the arm of shams, was

commonly known, was less
technically defined and less

widely known than the sharirah
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of zavah. as i stated above, at
this point, it is possible to point
to parallels between religious
ideas based on poverty and
world-renunciation in europe

during the earlier middle ages
and in the islamic world during

the high caliphal and early
middle periods. the existence of
two meaningful modes of piety,
even if not of equal force, is less
clear in europe at the time of the

development of christianity in
the late middle ages. one last
comment is in order. as the

focus of this essay has been on
the emergence of religious ideas
based on a concept of poverty, it
is appropriate to mention certain

rich and influential figures in
islamic societies who helped to

bring the message about
poverty to a wider audience. if
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one follows the chronological
development of sufi orders in the

islamic world, one can easily
point to the political and

economic clout of such figures
as jalal al-din rumi in the
thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries. jamal al-din savi took
up residence as a teacher of the
qalandari path in damascus in
the early years of the eighth

century. his primary mission was
to reorient the dervish life,
especially the practice of

begging, toward a qibla of divine
self-attainment in the spirit of a
pious imam. his main motives

were piety, altruism, and reform.
[32] at the beginning, the

change he introduced brought a
great deal of chaos and
confusion, but after the

hardships of the first years had
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passed, the qalandar way of life
began to take on its own

distinctive dynamic. the focus of
his work was the qalandari
order. he encouraged the

formation of six centers for the
teaching of ascetic wisdom at

bagdad, damascus, samarqand,
herat, bukhara, and qum, as well

as in several other towns. he
established his own school at
damascus and established a

network of qibla-oriented
centers. the teachings of dervish
asceticism soon spread to other
cities and towns, partly in the

course of savik gharamah
("traveling") experiences and

partly due to the efforts of local
leaders and masters. within

thirty years after his death, the
qalandari path had spread to all

the major centers of islamic
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civilization in the fertile crescent
and iran. 5ec8ef588b
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